Annotated Bibliography (AB) Framework

1. An AB should consist of at least 20 sources, all articles or books which have an author & are published.

2. The AB should start with an introduction to your topic of 1-2 paragraphs in your own words.

3. Your sources may include these sub-sections, each started on a new page with a

   **Section Break***-
   
   - Theory (published thinkers who have not gathered data)
   - Research (published data gathers)
   - Practice (other teachers who have taught it & published), and in addition perhaps
   - Teacher resources (background information, history, etc.)
   - Student resources (interesting & well researched information for students)

4. Your AB sub-sections will be contain entries with citations in APA format using a

   **hanging indent*** followed by a one-paragraph description. For the format of an AB see OWL at Purdue.

5. Each sub-section should start on a New Page using a Page Break (wordprocessing).

6. The last narrative section (started on another new page) will be a reflection of what you have learned & how this knowledge may affect your teaching.

7. At the very end, in a new section, put a Reference list of all your sources in APA format

   * See MS Word Help or any other wordprocessor program for details.